Rec Sports has been working hard to provide you with virtual opportunities to engage other students during this remote learning time! We are looking to host some E-Sport League Offerings including:

**Fortnite:** PC/IOS; PS4; XBOX

**League of Legends:** PC/IOS

**FIFA 2020:** PS4; XBOX

**Madden 2020:** PS4; XBOX

**Words With Friends:** Any app capable phone (iPhone or Android)

We will be operating on a Ladder Scheduling format which will means all players will be placed on a ladder, one on top of the other. Players challenge each other. If a player lower down the ladder beats a higher placed player, they change places – the lower, winning player moving up the ladder. You will be able to challenge two individuals up the ladder or an individual two spots down the ladder could challenge you.

Players are required to play a minimum of 1 match per week for 3 weeks until April 19th, but can play additional matches each week to advance up the ladder. Participants must complete their match and self report their scores through **IMLeagues.com** each week by Sunday at midnight or risk being removed from the league. We will be operating on a honor system, but screenshots are highly recommended in case a dispute comes up!

Players will register through **IMLeagues.com** as usual and will use their respective Gamertags, which they must have to be able to participate in each respective match, as their team name.

Registration for these leagues will be open through March 30th.

Playoffs will begin the week after the regular season and will be based on the number of participants for each division.